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Abstract

Source separation is a difficult problem for which many algorithms have been pro-
posed. In this article, we define oracle estimators which compute the best perfor-
mance achievable by different classes of algorithms on a given mixture, in a theo-
retical evaluation framework where the reference sources are available. We describe
explicit oracle estimators for three particular classes of algorithms: multichannel
time-invariant filtering, single-channel time-frequency masking and multichannel
time-frequency masking. We evaluate their performance on various audio mixtures
and study their robustness. We draw several conclusions for their three typical
applications, namely providing performance bounds for existing and future blind
algorithms, selecting the best class of algorithms for a given mixture and assessing
the separation difficulty. In particular, we show that it is worth developing blind
time-frequency masking algorithms relaxing the common assumption of a single
active source per time-frequency point.
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1 Introduction

Most audio, video and biomedical signals are mixtures of several sources that
are active simultaneously. For static point sources, the mixing process gener-
ally consists of a linear time-invariant filtering of the source signals. The ith
channel of the observed mixture (1 ≤ i ≤ I) is then expressed as

xi(t) =
J∑

j=1

+∞∑

τ=−∞

aij(τ)sj(t − τ) (1)

where sj(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ J , are the source signals and aij(τ) the mixing filters.
The mixture is termed instantaneous when the mixing filters are simple gains,
anechoic when they are (possibly fractional) delay filters multiplied by some
gains, and convolutive otherwise. It is also termed over-determined when the
number of observed channels I is larger than the number of sources J , deter-

mined when it is equal and under-determined when it is smaller. The study of
mixture signals raises the problem of source separation, that is the estimation
of each source signal with the best possible quality.

Many algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. Determined or
over-determined mixtures are generally separated by multichannel time-inva-

riant filtering, which rejects interference from certain spatial directions by ap-
plying linear demixing filters to the mixture channels [1]. Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (ICA) estimates the demixing filters by assuming that the
source signals are independent and non-Gaussian [2,1] or Gaussian with non-
stationary variance [3]. Other approaches rely on more complex source models
that incorporate detailed prior information about a specific source [4]. Under-
determined mixtures are more often separated using time-frequency masking

methods, such as binary masking [5] or adaptive Wiener filtering [6], which
attenuate or remove interference in selected time-frequency points. The time-
frequency masks are usually derived from the intensity and phase difference
between the mixture channels [7,8], or estimated using a model of the short-
term power spectra of the sources [5,6,9].

The performance of these various algorithms exhibits wide variations depend-
ing on the properties of the sources and the mixing filters. For example, the
performance of convolutive ICA algorithms is generally high on anechoic mix-
tures, but decreases quickly when mixing filters become longer than a few
thousand taps [10]. Three main factors can explain this experimental obser-
vation [11]:

• The constraints inherent to the class of separation algorithms, such as the
restriction to time-invariant demixing filters and a limited filter length, may
set an upper bound on the best possible performance.
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• The parameters which optimize the chosen objective function, i.e. the fil-
ters which maximize the independence of the resulting sources, may not be
optimal in terms of separation performance.

• The optimization algorithm itself may fail to maximize the objective func-
tion, perhaps due to local maxima.

In order to improve upon existing ICA algorithms, it is necessary to under-
stand the relative importance of these factors. Quantifying this relative im-
portance would allow research to be focused on modifying the time-invariant
filtering assumption, designing improved objective functions or building better
optimization algorithms, as appropriate. The same reasoning also applies to
other separation algorithms than ICA.

In this article, we address this question regarding the first factor by designing
algorithms to determine the separation parameters providing the best possible
performance under simple constraints. Following the terminology in statistics,
these algorithms are called oracle estimators and the resulting source esti-
mates are called oracle estimates. By definition, the use of oracle estimators
is restricted to an evaluation context where reference source signals are avail-
able. The study of these estimators leads to three typical applications [11]:
providing theoretical upper bounds on the performance of existing and future
blind algorithms, predicting the adequacy of various classes of algorithms for
a given mixture signal and quantifying the difficulty of separating this signal.

Note that the influence of other factors on the separation performance is more
difficult to quantify. Indeed computing the global maximum of the objective
function would require prior knowledge of the number of local maxima of
this function or use of a perfect optimization algorithm. For certain objective
functions, additional performance bounds may be obtained using information
theory [2] for example. This issue is not considered in the following. By con-
trast, oracle estimators are not specific to a particular objective function.

Our approach builds upon the pioneering studies [12,13,14,11,15], which fo-
cused on computing demixing filters for determined or over-determined con-
volutive mixtures by optimizing different criteria given reference data. Strictly
speaking, the filters developed in [12,13,14,11] are not oracle estimates, since
the optimized criteria differ from the chosen performance measures. The recent
study [15] addresses this issue, but relies on a performance measure specific
to time-invariant filtering that is not suited for other classes of algorithms. In
the following, we provide a more general framework for the definition of oracle
estimators and we compare the resulting oracle demixing filters to those pro-
posed in [12,13,14]. We also design oracle estimators for two other classes of
algorithms, namely single-channel and multichannel time-frequency masking.
Finally, we compare all these estimators on various types of audio mixtures
and we study their robustness.
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The structure of the rest of the article is as follows. We start by defining
oracle estimators in section 2 and explaining their use in the context of source
separation. In section 3, we describe the database of example audio mixtures
used in subsequent sections. Then, in sections 4, 5 and 6, we present oracle
estimators for various classes of source separation algorithms and evaluate
their performance separately. We provide an experimental comparison of these
estimators and some usual blind separation algorithms in section 7 to illustrate
the three typical applications mentioned above, and we analyze the robustness
of two estimators in section 8. Finally, we summarize the contributions of this
article in section 9 and point out further research directions.

2 Oracle vs. blind source separation

2.1 Principle

Suppose we have an observed signal x(t) = [x1(t), . . . , xI(t)]
T from which we

wish to estimate a target signal y(t) = [y1(t), . . . , yC(t)]T , where (·)T denotes
transposition. Mathematically, we wish to find a separating function Φ such
that the estimate ŷ of the sequence y = [y(1), . . . ,y(T )] of length T is given by
ŷ = Φ(x) where x = [x(1), . . . ,x(T )]. In practice, this overly general formula-
tion is not particularly helpful. Instead, the separation algorithms mentioned
above correspond to parametric separating functions of the form

ŷ = f(x, θ) with θ ∈ Θ, (2)

where f is a fixed function, θ a vector of parameters adapted to the observed
signal and Θ a set of acceptable parameters. Hence the separation problem
can be broken into two steps:

• Choice of a function f and a set of constraints Θ over the parameters,
• Identification of suitable parameters θ given the observed signal x(t), the

function f and the constraints Θ, according to some algorithm.

Each function f defines a different class of algorithms. For example, in the case
of multichannel time-invariant filtering, f represents convolution, θ contains
the coefficients of the demixing filters and Θ defines constraints over the length
of the demixing filters or the values of particular filter coefficients.

Assuming that the target signal y(t) is known, the separation performance
of a given algorithm can be evaluated by measuring the quality of the esti-
mated signal using a distortion measure d(y, ŷ). We define the oracle estimator

θ̃(y,x, Θ) to be the vector of parameters resulting in the smallest distortion
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among the set of acceptable parameters Θ:

θ̃(y,x, Θ) = arg min
θ∈Θ

d(y, f(x, θ)). (3)

The study of this oracle estimator consists in computing the corresponding
distortion d̃(y,x, Θ) as a function of Θ

d̃(y,x, Θ) = d(y, f(x, θ̃(y,x, Θ))) = min
θ∈Θ

d(y, f(x, θ)). (4)

By definition, d̃(y,x, Θ) is the tightest possible lower bound on the distortion
over all algorithms from class f .

2.2 Examples

In practice, the target signal y(t) may assume different forms dictated by the
application. For example, it may be a single-channel signal, such as the jth
source signal sj(t) or the image of the jth source on the ith mixture channel,
defined by [16]

simg
ij (t) =

+∞∑

τ=−∞

aij(τ)sj(t − τ), (5)

which satisfies xi(t) =
∑J

j=1 simg
ij (t). Alternatively, it may be a new mixture sig-

nal involving the same sources mixed differently (remix ), or a multichannel sig-
nal consisting of all the sources s(t) = [s1(t), . . . , sJ(t)]T or the images of all the
sources on all channels simg(t) = [simg

1,1 (t), . . . , simg
1,J (t), . . . , simg

I,1 (t), . . . , simg
I,J (t)]T .

The latter is required for applications based on 3D source estimates, such as
audio wavefield analysis, or for mixtures of spatially extended sources that
cannot be represented by single-channel signals. It is also a common target for
blind source separation algorithms [17,18], which can estimate source images
without any theoretical indeterminacy [16,17] but would suffer from scaling [2]
or filtering [1] indeterminacies when estimating single-channel source signals
instead. Reference source images can be acquired for synthetic mixtures by
filtering the source signals with known mixing filters and for live microphone
recordings by recording the sources one at a time [19,11]. Most of the deriva-
tions proposed in the following are valid for any target signal, but for the sake
of consistency we choose y(t) = simg(t) in all our examples and experiments.

Note that the knowledge of the target signal suffices to define an oracle esti-
mator. For instance, if the target signal contains a subset of the source signals,
knowledge of other source signals or mixing filters is not in theory required to
compute oracle separation parameters. Depending on the constraints over the
parameters, the oracle parameters corresponding to different sources may be
related or not. If not, the same results can be obtained using a separate oracle
estimator for each source.
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2.3 Distortion measure

The distortion measure d(y, ŷ) between a target and its estimate is also dic-
tated by the application [20]. In the following, we use the Euclidean distortion
measure

d(y, ŷ) = ‖ŷ − y‖2 (6)

where ‖a‖2 =
∑C

c=1

∑T−1
t=0 ac(t)

2 is the squared Euclidean norm of a signal a(t)
with C channels and T samples. We assess the overall separation performance
using the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR) expressed in decibels (dB)

SDR = 10 log10

‖y‖2

‖ŷ − y‖2
. (7)

Minimizing the distortion d(y, ŷ) is equivalent to maximizing the SDR. The
SDR incorporates all possible kinds of distortion arising from different source
separation algorithms, including interference from other sources, “gurgling”
artifacts, filtering distortion and spatial distortion. It is particularly relevant
for applications such as high-fidelity music remixing or source speaker identi-
fication where even spatial distortion or time-invariant filtering distortion of
the target are considered disturbing.

We chose this measure in this article for two reasons: it allows a fair compar-
ison of time-invariant filtering and time-frequency masking algorithms and it
results in exact closed-form expressions for some basic oracle estimators. By
contrast, the Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) criterion used in some stud-
ies on time-invariant filtering algorithms [11] could provide high ratings for
time-frequency masking oracles despite strong time-varying filtering distor-
tions considered unacceptable for most applications. Alternative performance
measures allowing time-invariant filtering distortions only [20] or alternative
definitions of the SDR involving nonlinear averaging of squared Euclidean dis-
tances could be more relevant for other applications, but do not lead to exact
closed form expressions for these estimators. Note that, when the estimated
signals are audio signals destined to be listened to, the perceptual relevance of
the oracle estimators could be slightly improved using a perceptually weighted
Euclidean distortion measure, such as the one defined in [21].

3 Experimental data

In order to illustrate the use of the oracle estimators defined subsequently, we
designed a database of simulated recordings and synthetic mixtures represent-
ing a large range of audio signals, allowing precise control of the mixing filters.
The database contained equal amounts of music and speech data, avoiding un-
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realistic data such as MIDI-synthesized signals or mixtures of unsynchronized
solo music recordings.

We collected ten multitrack music recordings (master tapes) from different
genres 2 , each containing three sources playing synchronously and in harmony.
We also selected speech sources from thirty English speakers from as many dif-
ferent audio books 3 . The latter were grouped into mixtures of three sources so
that three mixtures contained male speakers only, three others female speakers
only and the remaining four both male and female speakers. All the source
signals were sampled at 22.05 kHz and truncated to 218 samples (11.9 s).

Multichannel recordings of several sources were simulated by convolving the
source signals with room impulse responses determined by the image technique
[22] using the Roomsim toolbox 4 . The positions of the microphones and the
loudspeakers are illustrated in figure 1. The number of sources was either two
or three, and the number of mixture channels varied between two and eight.
Mixtures with J sources and I channels involved loudspeakers numbered 1 to
J and microphones numbered 1 to I only. The mixing filters were shifted by
64 samples, so that the delay corresponding to direct sound varied between -5
and +5 samples for the first two microphones. The length of the mixing filters
was assessed by the room reverberation time RT, defined to be the delay after
which the magnitude of the sound reflections on the room surfaces becomes
60 dB smaller than that of the original sound. This quantity is typically on
the order of 250 ms in a quiet meeting room and 2 s in a concert hall. In
the following, we chose RT between four values: 0 ms (anechoic), 50 ms (1100
samples at 22.05 kHz), 250 ms (5500 samples) and 1.25 s (28000 samples).

We also generated single-channel (mono) mixtures by simply adding the sources
together and two-channel (stereo) instantaneous mixtures by mixing the sources
with positive gains forming the matrix

A ≃




0.212 0.949 0.643

0.977 0.316 0.766


 . (8)

All the experimental data mentioned above were made available under Cre-
ative Commons licenses as part of a toolbox called BSS Oracle at the address
http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss oracle/. This toolbox also contains

2 These recordings were downloaded from the artists’ websites under Creative Com-
mons licenses. The artists are Alex Q, Another Dreamer, Brian Smith, Carl Leth,
Espi Twelve, Jim’s Big Ego, Mister Mouse and Mokamed. Musical genres include
folk, acoustic pop, pop rock, metal, techno, electronica, trip hop and hip hop.
3 These were chosen among public domain audio books from http://librivox.org/
4 http://media.paisley.ac.uk/˜campbell/Roomsim/
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Figure 1. Microphone and loudspeaker positions for simulated room recordings with
RT = 50 ms. Anechoic recordings were generated using the same configuration with
an absorption coefficient of 1. Recordings with RT = 250 ms and RT = 1.25 s were
simulated using the same microphone and loudspeaker positions, but with twice and
four times larger rooms and absorption coefficients of 0.561 and 0.280 respectively.

Matlab programs distributed under the GNU Public License to compute oracle
estimators and plot the figures of this article.

In the experiments of sections 4 to 6 we measure the average performance
trends of the oracle estimators applied to this data. We provide a more detailed
account for the variation of SDR depending on the data using confidence
bounds in the experiments of sections 7.1 to 7.4. The experiments of sections
7.5 and 8 are based on additional data introduced in these sections.

4 Multichannel time-invariant filtering oracle

Source separation algorithms for determined or over-determined mixtures,
e.g. [2,1,17,18,4], are generally based on time-invariant multichannel filter-
ing, which relies mainly on the spatial diversity of the sources and to a lesser
degree on their spectral diversity. Each channel of the target is estimated by
filtering the mixture channels with time-invariant linear filters, called demixing
filters, and summing the filtered channels together. Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) demixing filters are most often used, although other filter structures
may provide a competitive performance [11]. By carefully choosing these fil-
ters, it is possible to attenuate sounds coming from certain spatial positions
or directions and at certain frequencies where interference dominates.
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4.1 Definition of the separating function

Time-invariant filtering can be expressed either in the time domain or in the
frequency domain. Let us describe the time-domain implementation first and
leave the frequency-domain implementation for later consideration in section
4.4. Assuming that the demixing filters wjk(τ) are non-causal filters of even
length L centered at zero-lag, the estimate of source j can be written as

ŝj(t) =
I∑

k=1

L/2∑

τ=−L/2+1

wjk(τ)xk(t − τ). (9)

Similarly, the image of source j on mixture channel i may be estimated using
demixing filters wijk(τ) by

ŝimg
ij (t) =

I∑

k=1

L/2∑

τ=−L/2+1

wijk(τ)xk(t − τ). (10)

Some algorithms derive the image demixing filters wijk(τ) from the source
demixing filters wjk(τ) by matrix computation [17]. Other algorithms estimate
unconstrained image demixing filters wijk(τ) directly using a cost function to
assess the quality of the reconstructed mixture channels [18].

Extending formulations (9) and (10) to any target signal y(t), each channel
of the target is estimated as a linear combination of the form

ŷc(t) =
D∑

η=1

wcηxη(t) (11)

where η = (k, τ) is an index varying between 1 and D = IL, wcη are the
demixing coefficients and xη(t) denotes the delayed mixture channels defined
by xη(t) = xk(t − τ).

4.2 Computation of the oracle parameters

The demixing coefficients w̃cη which maximize the SDR are the solution of a
separate linear least-squares problem for each channel c of the target. Classi-
cally, this solution is given by the coefficients of the orthogonal projection of
the target yc onto the subspace spanned by the delayed mixture channels xη

[23]. More explicitly, denoting by 〈a, b〉 =
∑T−1

t=0 a(t)b(t) the Euclidean inner
product of two real single-channel signals a and b of length T , the vector of
oracle coefficients w̃c = [w̃c,1, . . . , w̃c,D]T is equal to

w̃c = G−1rc (12)
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where G and rc are respectively the Gram matrix of the delayed mixture
channels and the vector of their inner products with the target defined by
Gηη′ = 〈xη, xη′〉 and rcη = 〈yc, xη〉 with 1 ≤ η ≤ D , 1 ≤ η′ ≤ D.

Note that the “diagonal” demixing filters wiji(τ) are not constrained to be
Dirac delta functions and that their oracle estimates do not generally sat-
isfy this constraint. Nevertheless, a similar solution could be derived for con-
strained filters or alternative filter structures as in [11].

Most previous studies on the performance of time-invariant filtering algorithms
relied on near-optimal source demixing filters computed by pseudo-inversion
of the mixing filter system [12,14], which can easily be shown to be identical
to the oracle demixing filters for uncorrelated white noise sources. A recent
study derived near-optimal source demixing filters by minimizing the energy of
interference [11], taking in account the power spectral densities of interference
sources to cancel them in priority at the frequencies where they have more
energy. By contrast, the proposed oracle estimator takes into account the
power spectral densities of all sources and always achieves a better SDR by
allowing in addition a larger relative distortion of the target source at the
frequencies where it has little energy. Using the data of section 3 and a filter
length of 2048, oracle demixing filters improve the SDR by an average 1.6 dB
for speech sources and 6.1 dB for music sources compared to demixing filters
computed by pseudo-inversion of the mixing system.

4.3 Example applications: effect of reverberation time and over-determinacy

The proposed oracle estimator helps to quantify the factors influencing the
performance of separation algorithms based on time-invariant filtering. We
evaluated the performance of oracle demixing filters on two-source mixtures
for various reverberation times RT and numbers of channels I.

Figure 2 shows that time-invariant filtering can potentially provide a SDR
of 20 dB or more for determined mixtures with short reverberation time up
to RT = 50 ms (1100 samples) using demixing filters of a few hundred taps.
However its performance deteriorates for realistic reverberation times, where
oracle demixing filters of a few hundred taps result in a SDR of 15 to 20
dB only. In this context, the SDR does not increase much by increasing the
length of the demixing filters. This can be explained by the fact that time-
invariant filtering can reject interference only from at most one direction at
low frequencies and in a two-channel mixture [10]. Thus virtual interference
sources generated by reverberation at random spatial directions cannot be
perfectly cancelled whatever filter length is used.

When the number of mixture channels is increased, demixing filters can have
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Figure 2. Average performance of the time-invariant filtering oracle on determined
two-source mixtures as a function of the length L of the demixing filters. Each curve
corresponds to a different reverberation time (plain: anechoic, dashed: RT = 50 ms,
dash-dotted: RT = 250 ms, dotted: RT = 1.25 s).

more complex spatial responses and reject interference from several unrelated
positions at each frequency. Figure 3 shows that the performance of oracle
filters on convolutive two-source mixtures improves monotonically as a func-
tion of the number of mixture channels. This has already been observed using
near-optimal demixing filters in [12,13].
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Figure 3. Average performance of the time-invariant filtering oracle on over-deter-
mined two-source mixtures with reverberation time RT = 250 ms as a function of
the length L of the demixing filters. Each curve corresponds to a different num-
ber of mixture channels (plain: I = 8, dashed: I = 6, dash-dotted: I = 4, dotted:
I = 2). Oracle filters with a large number of coefficients per target LI could not be
estimated due to large memory requirements.

4.4 Extension to frequency-domain implementation

For computational convenience, source separation algorithms often implement
time-invariant filtering in the frequency domain, where convolution translates
into simple complex multiplication in each frequency bin f [1]. The Short-Term
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Fourier Transforms (STFTs) Sj(n, f) and Simg
ij (n, f) of the sources and the

source images respectively are then estimated by Ŝj(n, f) =
∑I

k=1 wjk(f)Xk(n, f)
and Ŝimg

ij (n, f) =
∑I

k=1 wijk(f)Xk(n, f) in each time frame n, where Xi(n, f)
are the STFTs of the mixture channels and wjk(f) and wijk(f) binwise com-
plex demixing coefficients. The estimated source waveforms are derived by
inverse STFT using the overlap-add technique [24]. As explained in [25], this
formulation is not exactly equivalent to time-domain filtering, even when the
number of frequency bins equals the length of the time-domain filters, since
linear convolution is replaced by circular convolution.

The subsequent loss of performance could be evaluated by computing oracle
demixing coefficients, which amounts to solving a large linear least squares
problem, as in the time domain. Instead, we computed near-optimal demixing
coefficients by minimizing the distortion between the STFT coefficients of the
target and its estimate in each frequency bin separately. This follows the prin-
ciple of many blind algorithms, which estimate the coefficients by optimizing a
separate objective function for each frequency bin [1]. Thus it is expected that
these near-optimal coefficients provide an upper bound on the performance of
many blind algorithms.

Figure 4 shows that the time-domain oracle performs 2 dB better than its
frequency-domain counterpart on average for determined two-source mixtures,
or alternatively frequency-domain filters must contain about twice as many
coefficients as time-domain filters to achieve a similar performance. This non-
negligible difference justifies the investigation of exact formulations of time-
invariant filtering in the frequency domain, such as the one proposed in [25].
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Figure 4. Average performance of various source image demixing filters on deter-
mined two-source mixtures with reverberation time RT = 250 ms. Plain: time-do-
main oracle demixing filters of length L. Dashed: near-optimal frequency-domain
demixing filters with L frequency bins. Long oracle filters could not be estimated
due to large memory requirements.
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5 Single-channel time-frequency masking oracle

Time-invariant filtering requires at least as many mixture channels as there are
sources, so it is not suited for under-determined mixtures, and in particular
for single-channel mixtures. Source separation algorithms for single-channel
mixtures, e.g. [5,6,9], are usually based on time-frequency masking, which is
a particular kind of non-stationary filtering conducted in the time-frequency
domain and relying on the time-frequency diversity of the sources. By carefully
designing the time-varying magnitude response of the filters, it is possible to
filter out time-frequency regions dominated by interference.

5.1 Definition of the separating function

Masking can be conducted on any time-frequency representation of the data,
including the widely used STFT. For simplicity, we postpone consideration of
the STFT until section 5.4 and assume instead that time-frequency masking
is performed using an orthonormal time-frequency basis, such as the Modified
Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) [26]. The MDCT coefficients of the single-
channel mixture signal x(t) are given by 〈x, φm〉, where φm(t), 1 ≤ m ≤
M , are the elements of the MDCT basis. Each source image is estimated by
multiplying these coefficients by masking coefficients ǫjm and inverting the
MDCT representation by weighted summation of the basis elements. In the
end, the source image estimates ŝimg

j (t) can be written as

ŝimg
j (t) =

M∑

m=1

ǫjm〈x, φm〉φm(t). (13)

Two types of masks are encountered in the literature: binary masks containing
discrete values ǫjm ∈ {0, 1} [5] and real-valued masks containing gains 0 ≤
ǫjm ≤ 1 [6]. In both cases, the masking coefficients generally satisfy the unitary
sum constraint

J∑

j=1

ǫjm = 1 ∀m. (14)

5.2 Computation of the oracle parameters

Extending formulation (13) to any target signal y(t), each channel of the
target can be expressed in the MDCT basis as yc(t) =

∑M
m=1〈yc, φm〉φm(t)

and its estimate as ŷc(t) =
∑M

m=1 ǫcm〈x, φm〉φm(t). Since MDCT elements are
orthonormal, the total Euclidean distortion over the target can be decomposed
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as ‖ŷ−y‖2 =
∑M

m=1(ǫcm〈x, φm〉−〈yc, φm〉)
2, yielding after simple computation

‖ŷ − y‖2 =
M∑

m=1

〈x, φm〉
2

(
C∑

c=1

(ǫcm − rcm)2

)
, (15)

where rcm = 〈yc, φm〉/〈x, φm〉 denotes the ratio of the MDCT coefficients of
the target and the mixture signal. Minimizing the total distortion is thus
equivalent to minimizing the distortion over each MDCT element separately.
Note that zero distortion can be achieved by setting ǫcm = rcm only when
rcm ∈ {0, 1} for binary masking or when 0 ≤ rcm ≤ 1 for real-valued masking.

Given the unitary sum constraint (14), the oracle binary masking coefficients
are found by

ǫ̃cm =





1 if c = arg maxc′ rc′m,

0 otherwise.
(16)

The computation of the oracle real-valued masking coefficients is a linear least
squares problem with bound and linear equality constraints. The solution can
be found by combinatorial search over the faces of the constraint polytope and
resolution of separate unconstrained linear least squares problems [23]. When
the number of sources is large, it can also be obtained more efficiently using
iterative active set or interior point methods [23].

5.3 Example application: choice of the MDCT length

Oracle estimators provide a natural framework to choose some parameters of
time-frequency masking algorithms, including the length of MDCT elements.
We compared the various masking oracles on single-channel two-source mix-
tures using MDCT bases built from sine windows [26]. Figure 5 shows that the
optimal MDCT length equals about 1200 samples (55 ms) for speech mixtures
and 4100 samples (190 ms) for music mixtures. This is likely to be because
music is more “stationary” than speech. Half-length or double-length MDCT
results in an average SDR degradation of 0.5 dB. A similar result for speech
data was obtained previously in [7] in the particular case of binary masking.

In this experiment, the maximal performance level is very similar for speech
and music mixtures, with SDRs of 17.1 dB and 17.7 dB respectively. Thus the
fact that the considered music sources exhibit more time-frequency overlap
because they play in harmony does not prevent them from being separated by
time-frequency masking as well as speech sources, even if the determination
of the optimal masks may be more difficult in a blind context. Note also that
real-valued masking performs 3 dB better than binary masking on average,
which justifies the use of real-valued masking both for speech and music data.
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Figure 5. Average performance of the time-frequency masking oracles on single-chan-
nel two-source mixtures as a function of the length L of the MDCT basis elements.
Plain: real-valued masks applied to music data. Dashed: real-valued masks applied
to speech data. Dash-dotted: binary masks applied to music data. Dotted: binary
masks applied to speech data.

5.4 Extension to overcomplete time-frequency transforms

In practice, time-frequency masking is often conducted using a STFT rather
than the MDCT. A STFT is typically an overcomplete transform, where the
over-completeness factor depends on the amount of overlap between successive
time frames, assuming no zero-padding of the FFT. For instance, when stan-
dard half-overlapping windows are employed, there are twice as many STFT
coefficients as samples in the time-domain signal. Denoting by X(n, f) the
STFT of the single-channel mixture signal, the STFTs Simg

j (n, f) of the source

images are then expressed as Ŝimg
j (n, f) = ǫj(n, f)X(n, f), where ǫj(n, f) are

the masking coefficients, and the source image waveforms are recovered by
STFT inversion using the overlap-add technique [24].

Due to the non-orthogonality of the STFT, oracle masking coefficients must be
determined jointly in all time-frequency points using full combinatorial search
for binary masks or a gradient technique for real-valued masks. Clearly, this is
infeasible for realistic signals involving hundreds of thousands of samples. In-
stead, we obtained near-optimal masks by minimizing the distortion on the tar-
get estimate in each time-frequency point separately. This distortion takes the
same form as previously, with ‖Ŷ(n, f)−Y(n, f)‖2 = |X(n, f)|2

∑C
c=1(ǫc(n, f)−

Rc(n, f))2 up to an additive constant, where Rc(n, f) = ℜ(Yc(n, f)/X(n, f))
is the real part of the ratio of STFT coefficients of the target and the mixture.
The masking coefficients minimizing this distortion can thus be found using
the algorithms above. Note that these coefficients are different from the coef-
ficients derived by adaptive Wiener filtering from the magnitude of the target
STFTs. The latter are optimal in a probabilistic sense under the hypothesis
that the targets are zero-mean Gaussian [6], but they are not guaranteed to
result in the smallest possible distortion.
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Figure 6 shows that the average SDR obtained with near-optimal binary masks
on single-channel two-source mixtures increases by 0.6 dB when the over-
completeness factor varies from 2 to 8. Similarly, the average performance
increase obtained with near-optimal real-valued masks was less than 0.2 dB.
This is much less than the increase reported in [27] using a blind algorithm
to compute the masks. This suggests that over-completeness improves perfor-
mance mainly by helping finding better masks in a blind context, rather than
improving the potential performance of masking itself.
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Figure 6. Average performance of the binary MDCT time-frequency masking ora-
cle and the near-optimal STFT time-frequency masks on single-channel two-source
mixtures as a function of the length L of the MDCT/STFT elements. Each curve
corresponds to a different over-completeness factor (plain: eight-times overcomplete
STFT, dashed: four-times overcomplete STFT, dash-dotted: twice overcomplete
STFT, dotted: MDCT).

6 Multichannel time-frequency masking oracle

Besides its use for single-channel mixtures, time-frequency masking is also a
common approach to multichannel source separation, as popularized by the
Degenerate Unmixing Estimation Technique (DUET) [7]. Indeed it can com-
bine the advantages of multichannel filtering and time-frequency masking by
jointly exploiting spatial diversity and time-frequency diversity.

6.1 Definition of the separating functions

Multichannel time-frequency masking is most often performed on a STFT rep-
resentation of the signal. However, as in the previous section, we first consider
masking on an orthonormal time-frequency basis such as the MDCT and we
describe the STFT implementation later in section 6.4. In the following, we
focus on two different separating functions: binary masking and local mixing
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inversion [28,7]. For the sake of conciseness, alternative separating functions,
such as those stemming from the chaining of ICA and binary masking [29],
are not considered in this article.

6.1.1 Binary masking

Multichannel binary masking is a straightforward generalization of single-
channel binary masking (13) where a single mask ǫjm ∈ {0, 1} is applied
to all channels xi(t) of the mixture for each source j. The masks are subject
to the unitary sum constraint (14). Each source image is then estimated as

ŝimg
ij (t) =

M∑

m=1

ǫjm〈xi, φm〉φm(t). (17)

6.1.2 Local mixing inversion

Local mixing inversion is a more advanced method that exploits all mixture
channels together. Assuming that the observed signal x(t) is an instantaneous
mixture with known mixing gains aij forming a I × J matrix A, the coeffi-
cients of the mixture in the MDCT basis satisfy [〈x1, φm〉, . . . , 〈xI , φm〉]

T =
A[〈s1, φm〉, . . . , 〈sJ , φm〉]

T . Denoting by Jm the set of size J ′
m containing the

indexes of the sources contributing most actively to the mixture at the time-
frequency point m, the coefficients of the sources in the basis are estimated as
[28,30] 




̂〈sj, φm〉 = 0 j /∈ Jm,
[

̂〈sj, φm〉
]T

j∈Jm

= A
†
Jm

[〈xi, φm〉]
T
1≤i≤I

(18)

where AJm
denotes the I × J ′

m matrix composed of the columns Aj of A

indexed by j ∈ Jm, and A
†
Jm

denotes its J ′
m × I pseudo-inverse. The index set

Jm is called an activity pattern. When only one source is assumed active, Jm

is reduced to a single index {jm} and the pseudo-inverse equals AT
jm

/‖Ajm
‖2

2,
resulting in a simple expression for the estimated source coefficients

̂〈sjm
, φm〉 =

AT
jm

[〈xi, φm〉]
T
1≤i≤I

‖Ajm
‖2

2

. (19)

The estimated sources and their images on the mixture channels are eventually
built from their basis coefficients as

ŝj(t) =
M∑

m=1

̂〈sj, φm〉φm(t), (20)

ŝimg
ij (t) =

M∑

m=1

aij
̂〈sj, φm〉φm(t). (21)
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Note that, when J ′
m < I, the observed mixture signal may be different from

the sum of the estimated source images.

In practice, the difficulty of local mixing inversion lies in the blind computation
of the activity patterns Jm. While DUET [7] assumes exactly J ′

m = 1 active
source in each time-frequency point, other approaches [31,30] rely on the looser
assumption that J ′

m ≤ I, i.e. the number of simultaneously active sources does
not exceed the number of mixture channels. Allowing a free number of active
sources J ′

m ≤ J may improve performance, but makes the blind estimation of
activity patterns very challenging.

6.2 Computation of the oracle parameters

Since MDCT elements φm(t) are mutually orthogonal, the total Euclidean
distortion between any target signal and its estimate can be decomposed as a
sum over each coordinate. Therefore, minimizing the total distortion amounts
to optimizing the masking coefficients ǫjm or the activity patterns Jm for each
m separately. When the target signal consists of the images of all the sources
on all channels simg(t), this leads to the optimization problem

J̃m = arg min
Jm∈P

J∑

j=1

I∑

i=1

(
〈ŝimg

ij , φm〉 − 〈simg
ij , φm〉

)2
(22)

where the role of the activity pattern Jm in the right hand side is implicit (see
(18), (20), (21)). The set of allowed activity patterns P can typically be the
set of all activity patterns with exactly or at most J ′ active sources. This is a
combinatorial problem which can be addressed by exhaustive search over all
possible activity patterns when J ′ is small.

Note that, if the assumption of a known mixing matrix A were relaxed, it
would still be possible to define a joint estimator of the mixing matrix and the
activity patterns resulting in the best performance. However, its exact compu-
tation would involve joint combinatorial optimization of the activity patterns
at all time-frequency points. Since this is infeasible for realistic signals, we
maintain the assumption of known A in the following.

6.3 Example application: choice of the number of active sources

Oracle estimators provide some insight into the role of the MDCT length and
the assumed number of active sources on the performance achievable by multi-
channel time-frequency masking. We evaluated the performance of oracle local
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mixing inversion on two-channel three-source instantaneous mixtures consid-
ering three cases: a free number J ′

m of active sources in each time-frequency
point m, exactly J ′ = 2 active sources or exactly J ′ = 1 active sources.
For comparison purposes, we also computed the performance of oracle binary
masking. Figure 7 shows that allowing two active sources per time-frequency
point instead of one can improve the SDR by 10 dB with the optimal MDCT
length. Allowing a free number of active sources improves the SDR by an ad-
ditional 1.5 dB only. The optimal MDCT length equals about 1200 samples
(55 ms) whatever the number of active sources, and performance varies in a
similar way to that in the single-channel experiments illustrated in figure 5
when the length is increased or decreased.
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Figure 7. Average performance of the multichannel time-frequency masking oracles
on two-channel three-source instantaneous mixtures as a function of MDCT length
L. Plain: local mixing inversion with a free number of active sources J ′

m for each
time-frequency point m. Dashed: J ′ = 2 active sources. Dash-dotted: J ′ = 1 active
source. Dotted: binary masking.

6.4 Extension to convolutive mixtures

In practice, multichannel time-frequency masking is often performed on a
STFT rather than a MDCT. Binary masking is then conducted using the
equation Ŝimg

ij (n, f) = ǫj(n, f)Xi(n, f). The use of STFT allows to extend
local mixing inversion to anechoic [7] and convolutive [32,33] mixtures by ap-
proximating convolution as a set of complex multiplications. More precisely,
the multichannel STFTs of the mixture and source signals are related by
X(n, f) ≈ A(f)S(n, f), where A(f) is the I × J mixing matrix containing
the Fourier transform coefficients of the mixing filters aij(τ) in frequency bin
f . Denoting by J (n, f) the source activity pattern at time-frequency point
(n, f), the source STFTs are estimated by local mixing inversion as





Ŝj(n, f) = 0 j /∈ J (n, f),
[
Ŝj(n, f)

]
j∈J (n,f)

= A
†
J (n,f)(f)X(n, f)

(23)
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and the source image STFTs are derived as Ŝimg
ij (n, f) = aij(f)Ŝj(n, f). Source

waveforms are recovered by STFT inversion using the overlap-add method [24].

Again, due to the non-orthogonality of the STFT, oracle binary masks or ac-
tivity patterns must be computed jointly in all time-frequency points using
a full combinatorial search. Since this is infeasible for long signals, we ob-
tained near-optimal binary masks and activity patterns instead by separate
minimization of ‖Ŝimg(n, f) − Simg(n, f)‖2 in each time-frequency point.

Figure 8 illustrates the corresponding performance on two-channel three-source
mixtures with reverberation time RT = 250 ms for various assumed numbers
of active sources per time-frequency point. Similarly as for the instantaneous
case, selecting J ′ = 2 active sources instead of J ′ = 1 for local mixing inver-
sion improves SDR by 7 dB with the optimal window length, and free selection
of J ′(n, f) for each time-frequency point improves SDR by a further 1.0 dB.
However, in contrast with the instantaneous case, the optimal window length
depends on the assumed number of active sources. The optimal length equals
2500 samples (110 ms) with J ′ = 1 and 7800 samples (350 ms) with J ′ = 2.
This is larger than the optimal length for binary masking, which equals 1700
samples (75 ms). It is possible that the free choice of the number of active
sources J ′(n, f), which is bound to perform consistently better than each spe-
cific choice J ′ = 1 or J ′ = 2, switches from a dominant choice J ′(n, f) = 1 for
small windows to J ′(n, f) = 2 for large windows.

Another striking observation is that the oracle SDR with J ′ = 2 is extremely
poor with short windows and becomes much smaller than the oracle SDR with
J ′ = 1 below a window length of about 1200 samples (55 ms). This is related
to the fact that the approximate modeling of the mixing process by X(n, f) ≈
A(f)S(n, f) is more accurate for relatively large windows compared to the
reverberation time. For short windows, the oracle estimation error remains
small when J ′ = 1 because AJ (n,f)(f) is always well-conditioned, but it can
become very large when J ′ = 2 in the frequency bins f where AJ (n,f)(f) is
ill-conditioned for all allowed activity patterns J (n, f). This often happens
in several frequency bins in practice. For example, if the mixing filters are
simple delays τij, the cofficients of A(f) are equal to aij(f) = exp(−2iπfτij/L)
and AJ (n,f)(f) is ill-conditioned for all the frequency bins f close to integer
multiples of L/(τ1,j1 + τ2,j2 − τ1,j2 − τ2,j1) with J (n, f) = {j1, j2}. This may
explain the performance degradation observed with J ′ = 2 in a previous study
[32], which used short windows of 16 ms for RT = 130 ms.
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Figure 8. Average performance of multichannel near-optimal time-frequency masks
on two-channel three-source mixtures with reverberation time RT = 250 ms as a
function of STFT length L. Plain: local mixing inversion with a free number of
active sources J ′(n, f) for each time-frequency point (n, f). Dashed: J ′ = 2 active
sources. Dash-dotted: J ′ = 1 active source. Dotted: binary masking. The SDR range
is restricted to positive values for legibility, although the dashed curve spans a larger
range bounded by -30 dB.

7 Experimental comparison and typical applications

After having studied each oracle estimator separately in the previous sections,
we now provide a comparison of several oracle estimators and some blind
separation algorithms. Three typical applications of the oracle framework are
considered [11]. Firstly, oracle performance bounds allow us to determine by
how much existing blind algorithms could potentially be improved by modify-
ing their underlying objective functions or optimization algorithms. Secondly,
they indicate the potential performance of a class of separation algorithms for
a given mixture, which may lead to the design of better future blind algo-
rithms by choosing them from the appropriate class. Finally, they can provide
an objective measure of the intrinsic difficulty of separating a given mixture.
In the following, we discuss these applications on fourty simulated speech and
music recordings and more briefly on three live microphone music recordings.

7.1 Experimental setup for simulated recordings

We selected four categories of simulated recordings among the data of sec-
tion 3, each characterized by a single mixing system and a type of source:
over-determined reverberant speech mixtures (I = 4, J = 2, RT = 250 ms),
determined reverberant speech mixtures (I = J = 2, RT = 250 ms), under-
determined anechoic music mixtures (I = 2, J = 3) and under-determined
reverberant music mixtures (I = 2, J = 3, RT = 250 ms). Ten mixtures were
obtained for each category by applying the corresponding mixing system to
ten different sets of sources.
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We compared near-optimal estimators for frequency-domain time-invariant
filtering (see section 4.4) and multichannel binary masking (see section 6.4)
with two blind source separation algorithms belonging to the same two classes:
the Frequency-Domain ICA (FDICA) algorithm presented in [17] and the
DUET algorithm described in [7]. We also evaluated the performance of the
near-optimal estimator for local mixing inversion with a free number of active
sources per time-frequency point (see section 6.4).

The original FDICA algorithm was extended to over-determined mixtures by
applying principal component analysis in each frequency bin prior to ICA. Also
the original DUET algorithm was modified to use binary masking instead of
local mixing inversion, since we found that it provided a better performance
experimentally due to large errors in the estimated mixing matrices. Note that
FDICA remains limited to determined and over-determined mixtures (J ≤ I)
and DUET to stereo mixtures (I = 2), but that near-optimal estimators can
be applied for all categories. For FDICA, near-optimal time-invariant filtering
and near-optimal local mixing inversion, the STFT length was set to 4096 since
this provided the best results experimentally for FDICA. The STFT length
for DUET and near-optimal binary masking was set to 2048, following the
optimal length for binary masking determined in section 6.4. Half-overlapping
sine windows were used.

The results are shown in table 1. Each figure indicates the performance of
a given algorithm or estimator averaged over the mixtures of a particular
category, with 95% confidence bounds quantifying performance variability de-
pending on the sources assuming a Gaussian performance distribution (mixing
filters being fixed for each category). We discuss the main observations below.

7.2 Performance bounds of existing and future blind algorithms

The results in table 1 show that each considered blind separation algorithm
performs substantially worse than the corresponding near-optimal estimator.
The SDR obtained with FDICA is at least 7 dB below that of near-optimal
time-invariant filtering and the SDR achieved by DUET is between 2 and
6 dB below that of near-optimal binary masking. Interestingly though, per-
formance varies differently for blind algorithms and near-optimal estimators
depending on the category of mixtures. While the performance of near-optimal
time-invariant filtering increases with the number of mixture channels, that
of FDICA remains almost identical, indicating that FDICA does not fully
benefit from additional channels. Also, DUET performs worse on reverber-
ant mixtures than on anechoic ones, while the near-optimal binary masking
estimator performs similarly in both cases. This indicates that the reduced
performance of DUET on reverberant mixtures is likely to be due to the as-
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Table 1
Comparison of oracle estimators and blind source separation algorithms on sim-
ulated speech and music recordings. Bounds indicate 95% confidence intervals.
FDICA is not applicable when J > I and DUET when I 6= 2.

SDR (dB)
Speech

I = 4, J = 2
RT = 250 ms

Speech
I = J = 2

RT = 250 ms

Music
I = 2, J = 3

anechoic

Music
I = 2, J = 3
RT = 250 ms

FDICA 11.5 ± 1.8 11.4 ± 1.8 N/A N/A

Near-opt. time-
invar. filtering

28.3 ± 0.8 19.0 ± 0.7 16.2 ± 3.8 14.8 ± 3.1

DUET N/A 9.3 ± 1.5 10.3 ± 2.4 7.4 ± 1.8

Near-optimal
binary masking

13.9 ± 1.2 14.1 ± 1.2 12.9 ± 2.2 12.6 ± 2.3

Near-opt. local
mixing inversion

22.8 ± 0.7 23.2 ± 0.8 24.8 ± 4.2 21.0 ± 3.0

sumption of anechoic mixing in the blind mask estimation stage, rather than
any inability of binary masking itself.

These results suggest that it would be feasible to design improved blind time-
invariant filtering or binary masking algorithms, if it were possible to find
new objective functions and/or optimization algorithms approaching the or-
acle performance bounds. For a given objective function, it may be possible
to explore how close the performance at the global optimum of that objec-
tive function approaches these bounds, at least for small problems where the
parameter space could be thoroughly explored. This may also indicate how
well current optimization algorithms find the global optimum of this objec-
tive function, and if necessary whether any improved optimization algorithms
could be constructed.

7.3 Best class of algorithms

Comparing the performance of the various near-optimal estimators, one can
observe that near-optimal time-invariant filtering exhibits better performance
(by at least 2 dB) than near-optimal binary masking, even for under-determined
mixtures. This is likely to be because time-invariant filtering effectively com-
bines all mixture channels in the separation function. Local mixing inversion
performs consistently better (by about 10 dB) than binary masking. This in-
dicates that the binary masking assumption, that sources have disjoint time-
frequency supports, has limited validity.
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Overall, time-invariant filtering is potentially the best class of separation algo-
rithms for over-determined speech mixtures, where it outperforms local mixing
inversion by about 6 dB . For all other categories of mixtures, local mixing
inversion is preferable and its performance exceeds that of time-invariant fil-
tering by 4 to 9 dB. This suggests that it is worth developing blind local
mixing inversion algorithms relaxing the assumption of a single active source
per time-frequency point, despite the increased difficulty of blindly estimating
the source activity patterns. So far, only a few such algorithms allowing as
many active sources as mixture channels in each time-frequency point have
been developed for under-determined instantaneous [31] and convolutive mix-
tures [33], based on l1 norm minimization. However these algorithms rely on
precise estimation of the mixing matrices, which remains a challenging prob-
lem in under-determined reverberant conditions.

7.4 Towards separation difficulty measures

Intuitively, some source separation problems are more difficult to solve than
others. For example, it is generally assumed that reverberant and/or under-
determined mixtures are more difficult to separate than anechoic and/or de-
termined ones. Difficulty measures have been proposed previously, e.g. [34,19],
but these are often specific to a particular objective function and not easily
related to the achievable performance. For example, the measures in [34] are
specific to ICA algorithms, since they typically measure the independence of
the sources. The observed performance of oracle estimators provides a more
general characterization of the actual difficulty of separating a mixture, since
it gives a numerical upper bound on the performance achievable with a given
class of algorithms and does not depend on a specific objective function or
optimization algorithm within this class.

For example, the results in table 1 confirm that reverberant under-determined
music mixtures are more difficult to separate than anechoic ones, since the
performance of all oracle estimators is higher on anechoic mixtures. Interest-
ingly though, the increase in difficulty due to reverberation appears larger for
local mixing inversion than for binary masking. If separation algorithms were
to be freely chosen among all classes, a single difficulty rating could be defined
by selecting the maximal oracle performance among all estimators.

7.5 Application to live microphone recordings

In order to illustrate the use of oracle estimators for live microphone record-
ings, we repeated the experiment of section 7.1 for three music recordings
made in the Espro room at IRCAM with a reverberation time of RT ≃ 800 ms.
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Table 2
Comparison of oracle estimators and blind source separation algorithms on live
music recordings. FDICA is not applicable when J > I and DUET when I 6= 2.

SDR (dB) I = 4, J = 2 I = J = 2 I = 2, J = 3

FDICA 1.7 1.4 N/A

Near-opt. time-
invar. filtering

32.9 22.4 14.4

DUET N/A 3.4 1.8

Near-optimal
binary masking

17.1 18.3 11.4

Near-opt. local
mixing inversion

20.1 20.2 15.9

The reference source image signals were obtained by playing each track of a
commercial multitrack music recording successively on a different loudspeaker
and recording it synchronously on four microphones. The loudspeakers were
placed on a circle with 4 m radius at angles of −40◦, +40◦ and 0◦ and the
microphones consisted of an AKG SA30 stereo pair placed at the centre of the
circle and two directional microphones placed 50 cm away from the peripheral
loudspeakers. The mixture signals were then computed by adding the refer-
ence source image signals together, keeping only the peripheral sources when
J = 2 or the stereo microphone pair when I = 2.

The same algorithms as in section 7.1 were applied, with the difference that
the STFT length for FDICA, near-optimal time-invariant filtering and near-
optimal local mixing inversion was set to 16384 since this provided the best
results for FDICA. Due to the absence of known mixing filters, the complex
mixing matrices A(f) used for near-optimal local mixing inversion were esti-
mated from the reference source images by least squares fitting.

The results are presented in table 2. Oracle estimators span a similar SDR
range as in table 1, with the best SDR being achieved by near-optimal time-
invariant filtering for the over-determined mixture and by near-optimal local
mixing inversion for the under-determined mixture. The SDR difference be-
tween near-optimal local mixing inversion and near-optimal binary masking
appears smaller than in table 1, which may be due to the fact that the larger
window length needed to accurately represent the mixing filters in the fre-
quency domain results in a larger time-frequency overlap of the sources. The
comparatively poor performance of FDICA and DUET suggests that better
blind algorithms could be found. We emphasize that these results might not
be valid for other live microphone recordings, and that more recordings should
be made to obtain significant conclusions.
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8 Robustness analysis

We have seen in the previous section that the upper performance bounds pro-
vided by oracle estimators allow us to evaluate quickly the potential perfor-
mance of a class of separation algorithms. Nevertheless, blind algorithms may
fail to reach these bounds for several reasons. Besides the difficulty of design-
ing an appropriate objective function and optimizing it in a blind context, one
of these reasons may be that the separating function is not robust enough, so
that performance decreases very quickly as soon as separation parameters are
slightly different from the oracle parameters. To measure this robustness, we
performed a series of experiments illustrating how oracle estimators can also
be used to assess the sensitivity of the separation performance to inaccurate
estimation of the oracle parameters.

In addition to the original set of mixing filters described in section 3 for RT =
250 ms, three sets of filters were built similarly by modifying the direction of
source 1 to −38◦, −36◦ and −32◦. This amounts to a respective error of 2◦, 4◦

and 8◦ compared to the original direction of −40◦. Four sets of determined two-
source mixtures were obtained by applying these mixing filters to the speech
and music sources of section 3. Oracle separation parameters were then learnt
on the mixture signals involving modified source directions and applied to the
corresponding mixture signals involving the original source direction. One can
think of these experiments either as simulating the effect of the movement of
a source in the recording room, or as reflecting uncertainty in the estimation
of the mixing filters. The results will indicate how the performance degrades
when an imperfect estimate is used instead of the oracle one.

8.1 Robustness of multichannel time-invariant filtering

Figure 9 displays the results for the time-domain time-invariant filtering es-
timator with various hypothesized positions of source 1 for which the oracle
filters were learnt. When the true source location is known, the longer the
oracle filter, the better the performance. When an erroneous source location
is hypothesized, the performance of short oracle filters of less than a hundred
taps remains lower than that of longer filters but is reasonably robust. On the
contrary, the performance of longer filters decreases by up to 10 dB. When
the error on the source direction reaches 8◦, performance is maximized for a
filter length of about 500 samples (25 ms) and decreases when longer filters
are used. Further investigation show that the SDR values for both estimated
sources are similar, but that the distortion is dominated by spatial mislocation
for source 1 and by interference for source 2.
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Figure 9. Average performance of the time-invariant filtering oracle on determined
two-source mixtures with reverberation time RT = 250 ms as a function of the
length L of the demixing filters. Each curve corresponds to a different hypothesized
direction of source 1 for which the oracle demixing filters were learnt (plain: true
direction, dashed: 2◦ error, dash-dotted: 4◦ error, dotted: 8◦ error).

Previously other authors [13] have performed similar experiments with slightly
shorter mixing filters involving only a few nonzero taps and corresponding to
a reverberation time RT = 100 ms. In contrast with our approach, they com-
puted (very short) non optimal demixing filters by truncating the adjoint of
the mixing system to retain only between 1 and 11 nonzero taps. Their con-
clusion was that short demixing filters of one or two nonzero taps should be
preferred to longer ones, because their increased robustness globally improved
SIR when erroneous source locations were hypothesized. Our experiments do
not confirm this conclusion: even in the event of a 8◦ error on the hypothesized
source direction, demixing filters of a few hundred to a thousand taps still pro-
vide a significant performance improvement over short filters. This indicates
that the method used to generate the test demixing filters is important in
determining robustness.

8.2 Robustness of local mixing inversion

Figure 10 displays the average performance of the near-optimal local mixing
inversion estimator with a free number of active sources per time-frequency
point for different hypothesized positions of source 1. Again, performance is
more robust, although globally poorer, for short STFT windows up to a thou-
sand samples. For longer windows, errors in the hypothesized source direction
decrease the performance by up to 25 dB compared to the oracle performance
in ideal conditions. When the error on the source direction reaches 8◦, per-
formance is maximized for a window length of about 2400 samples (110 ms).
Again, detailed results show that the distortions on the two estimated sources
are of different nature but that the SDR values are similar.
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Figure 10. Average performance of near-optimal local mixing inversion with a free
number of active sources J ′(n, f) for each (n, f) on determined two-source mixtures
with reverberation time RT = 250 ms as a function of the STFT length L. Each
curve corresponds to a different hypothesized direction of source 1 for which the ora-
cle activity patterns were learnt (plain: true direction, dashed: 2◦ error, dash-dotted:
4◦ error, dotted: 8◦ error).

9 Conclusion

In this article, we introduced oracle estimators as a new framework for the
benchmarking of source separation algorithms. These estimators can be used
to provide upper bounds on the performance of existing and future blind al-
gorithms, choose the best class of algorithms for a given mixture signal or
quantify the difficulty of separating this signal. We described explicit ora-
cle estimators for three particular classes of algorithms: multichannel time-
invariant filtering, single-channel time-frequency masking and multichannel
time-frequency masking.

The study of these oracle estimators on a set of audio mixtures led to three
different kinds of conclusions. Firstly, we confirmed and extended the results
of previous performance studies based on other types of estimators, such as
blind algorithms or near-optimal estimators. In particular, we showed that
convolutive mixing with reverberation time RT = 250 ms can decrease the
maximal performance of time-invariant filtering on determined mixtures by
up to 20 dB compared to anechoic mixing (section 4.3), and that the best
window length for single-channel time-frequency masking equals about 55 ms
for speech and 190 ms for music (section 5.3). Secondly, we reported a few
results markedly different from those of previous studies. For instance, we
established that the choice of J ′ = 2 active sources per time-frequency point
actually increases the maximal performance of local mixing inversion on rever-
berant mixtures by 7 dB compared to that of a single active source, provided
the window length is large enough (section 6.4). We also showed that, even in
case of source movements, demixing filters of about a thousand taps remain
preferable to shorter filters for the separation of reverberant mixtures (sec-
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tion 8.1). Thirdly, we were able to quantify the dependence of oracle demixing
filters on the source signals (section 4.2) and the effect of frequency-domain
implementation of time-invariant filtering (section 4.4), both of which had not
been measured before. We believe that the use of rigorous oracle estimators in
our experiments reinforces the validity of these conclusions, when compared to
previous studies relying instead on specific blind algorithms or near-optimal
estimators.

Comparison of the estimators showed that oracle local mixing inversion with
a free number of active sources per time-frequency point outperformed both
time-invariant filtering and binary masking on determined and under-deter-
mined convolutive mixtures, by at least 4 dB and 8 dB respectively (section
7.3). This suggests that performance advances in blind source separation may
be possible by developing blind local mixing inversion algorithms relaxing the
common assumption of a single active source per time-frequency point.

The oracle estimators described in this article have been implemented in Mat-
lab and distributed under the GNU Public License as part of the BSS Oracle
toolbox at http://bass-db.gforge.inria.fr/bss oracle/.

We are currently considering several directions for future work. Firstly, we
plan to derive additional oracle estimators based on the ones considered here.
For example, it would be interesting to define a joint near-optimal estima-
tor of the mixing matrix and the source activity patterns for local mixing
inversion, to evaluate the importance of having optimal mixing coefficients.
Secondly, we hope to increase the relevance of the results for audio mixtures
by computing modified oracle estimators using perceptually motivated dis-
tortion measures or constraining the amount of musical noise artifacts to lie
below a certain acceptability threshold. Finally, we are considering using the
results of oracle estimators as training data for the design of new blind sepa-
ration algorithms. For instance, the observation of oracle source patterns for
time-frequency masking could give an insight into which objective functions
would be suitable for their blind estimation.
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